Bullet Safaris

Tanzania
Welcome to Bullet Safaris

Thank you for considering Bullet Safaris for your African Adventure. We conduct custom hunting safaris throughout the African Continent. We professionally outfit and assist with all aspects of your safari. From dangerous game hunting in Tanzania to relaxing at our luxury lodges in South Africa, we offer the highest quality of service, attention to detail, and expert hunting skills in the business. We operate in Tanzania, Mozambique and South Africa on exclusive concessions.

Our transparent, no nonsense approach to outfitting will put your mind at ease and provide you with the safari of a lifetime. Please take the time to meet with us and discuss your options. Bullet Safaris is truly unique in the industry - we market, organize, and conduct our client’s safaris throughout Africa. All this from an American owned and operated safari company; built from the ground up. I am a fully licensed Professional Hunter and my staff is hand selected from the best in the business.

Africa’s reputation as the world’s premier hunting destination is well deserved; let us show you why! Whether stalking dangerous game on foot or hunting the continent’s numerous plains game species; we will make your safari our top priority. I appreciate your interest in Bullet Safaris and I welcome you to contact me personally with any questions.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Nathan Askew
Tanzania is the premier African destination for a wilderness experience and dangerous game hunting. We hunt remote areas, much the same way as it was done 100 years ago. We have multiple government concessions that we manage in Tanzania. All of our hunting areas are free ranging areas owned by the government and allocated to our company.

Our main areas in Tanzania include: The Selous Game Reserve (the largest uninhabited wilderness left in Africa), The Rungwa Game Reserve (known for great buffalo and many lion), The Muhesi Game Reserve (known for excellent lion and many leopard), Wembere Open Area (best for large leopard and sable), and Simanjiro Game Controlled Area of Maasailand (known for the unique Northern Species found in Tanzania).

Tanzania is truly a hunter's paradise. Our camps are remote but very comfortable – inclusive of a full camp staff at your service (chef, waiter, laundry attendant, cleaning staff, and labourers). Our expert hunting crews see to your needs in the bush (professional hunters, trackers, drivers, and skinners).

Tanzania is a beautiful country with good people and vast areas to hunt and explore.
Hunt Lion with Bullet Safaris

Lion... it has been said that you hunt leopard with your brain, elephant with your feet, buffalo with your guts, and you hunt lion with your heart. These big cats present a great challenge when hunted in wilderness areas. You will see his tracks, hear his roar and then be face to face with this amazing predator. We are experts in cat hunting and spend years tracking/watching our wild lions before hunting takes place.

Lions are confident in their position in the food chain and often turn the tables on a hunter. As with all dangerous animals, a steady hand and accurate shot is important when hunting lion. They can cause more problems than just a few stitches! One must be prepared for close encounters with the king of beasts.

Our areas produce heavy mane lions. However, a trophy lion should not be judged by the hair around his neck. The trophy is actually measured by the skull size; but more important than the color of the mane or the size of the skull is the age and social standing of the lion. We hunt old lions - that is the law, proper conservation and best for our areas - we make no exceptions.
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Hunt Leopard with Bullet Safaris

Leopard is one of the most difficult animals to successfully hunt. It takes planning, years of scouting, refined baiting techniques, and a lot of persistence to consistently kill this elusive animal. We have a proven track record with assisting our clients in killing their trophy leopard...on the first hunt. We have huge hunting areas with a high density of cats. We know the areas and consistently monitor our male cats to ensure your success.

Due to the animals’ reclusive nature, we recommend a minimum of 14 days for hunting leopard and request that our hunters be focused on that specific animal.

On your leopard hunt we will collect, hang, and check baits consistently until we narrow our focus to one actively feeding cat. We have multiple daylight encounters with our leopard and provide a superior hunting experience to our clients.
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Buffalo are the toughest animals in Africa. Nobody said it better than Robert Ruark when he wrote, “A buffalo looks at you like you owe him money.” They can soak up more lead than any other animal and can easily stomp you into a bloody mess - regardless of the large caliber holes through their heart. They spend a lifetime fighting off groups of lion; so if you think he is scared of you...think again.

The hunt is typically long tracks on foot in the morning hours. Once the buffalo is located, the rest of the hunt is usually spent waiting, watching and maneuvering short distances trying to get the right angle on the right bull. The tracking, the stalk and the shot on such a formidable opponent are what make buffalo the most sought after and repeatedly hunted of the Big 5.
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Plains Game in Tanzania

Plains Game refers to the numerous other animals that we will encounter while on safari ranging from the huge Eland to the smallest of hoofed animals the Dik-dik. There is a lot of variety in between and that is one of the things that make Africa so special; you never know what is around the next bush. We are lucky to have many of the truly rare plains game at our hunter’s disposal in Tanzania. Excellent quality Roan, Sable and Kudu allowed on most of our cat hunts. We also have a Northern Species Area that has Lesser Kudu, Grants Gazelle, Thompsons Gazelle, and Fringed-Eared Oryx.

Professional Hunter

Nathan Askew was born in Sikeston, Missouri in 1977. He grew up hunting and fishing in rural Missouri. From an early age he proved to be skilled in various hunting methods and equipment. He acquired a B.S. in Biology from Truman State University. A short stint in “Corporate America” led him to chase his dream of hunting in Africa. He was offered an apprenticeship in Wild Africa. A letter of resignation and two weeks later he found himself in Mozambique with his backpack and a borrowed large caliber rifle.

What began as a clearing roads and building safari camps in the wilderness of Mozambique soon turned into a career as a Professional Hunter. Bullet Safaris was born as a way to offer customized Safari Adventures to clients across the globe.

You will struggle to find a harder working and more experienced Professional Hunter than Nathan Askew. Nathan is a full time professional hunter, outfitter and guide - living in Africa for half of the year operating in multiple countries, then spending the remaining time outfitting in the USA and assisting on other hunts around the world. He runs hunting operations in Africa, New Zealand, and the USA.

He has a vast knowledge of animals, biology, hunting, mechanics, and weapons. He is an expert at hunting Africa’s cats and prefers spending his hunting days in Tanzania in the pursuit of Dangerous Game.

Nathan is 37 years old. He has been running Bullet Safaris and hunting professionally in Africa since 2003. He is very hands-on in the running of Bullet Safaris and personally conducts more than half of the hunts himself.
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“I never knew of a morning in Africa when I woke up and was not happy.”

—Ernest Hemingway

“I have hunted with Nathan twice in Africa – first safari we shot elephant, buffalo, croc and hippo; the next one we took both cats in 21 days. You just can’t do any better.”

—Jim Bucher
573 475 5011

“I extensively researched the safari industry and chose to hunt with Nathan. All three of my safaris were successful and I can honestly say that he is a top professional.”

—Wayne Register
936 344 2126

“I have hunted the world over and Nathan is the hardest working, most prepared guide I have seen, a true professional.”

—Ronnie Richardson
601 668 7231

“Keep a stiff upper lip and Nathan Askew will put you up close and personal to anything you want to kill.”

—Chuck Case
662 820 3134

“Nathan is the human equivalent to Duck Tape, what an adventure.”

—Dr. Dillinger, Mississippi
Bullet Safaris

Nathan Askew
1030 North Ranney
Sikeston, Mo 63801
USA: 573 587 1234
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